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The Newbie Chronicles —The ‘Newbie’
Well, the meter on the Stark 9-66 tube tester that I
bought from Bill finally died this week (photo,
right). No amount of ‘tapping’ could get the needle
back to zero, the adjustment screw just ignored me,
and the tester’s electrical ‘Line Adjust’ calibration
didn’t.
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The pictures tell the whole story: The good news is
that I was able to repair the meter. The bad news
was that the old meter held a few surprises for the
Newbie!
I have always operated on the principle that ‘if it
ain’t broke,
it just needs a little more fixing’. Since this
meter was already broken, I thought I might as
well have a look at how it works, on the chance
I might be able to save it. It turned out to be a
fascinating repair job.
Murray Dickerson’s recommendation to look
for a disconnect between the adjustment screw
on the meter face and the tines on the movement proved to be an excellent starting point.
I took the window off the meter by removing
the 4 rear mounting screw studs (photo, left)
and found that indeed the tines on the offset adjustment assembly were slightly bent.
I was able to carefully straighten them (photo, top, left on next page), and they engaged well with the inside pin on the faceplate adjustment screw.
But then I found the two more serious problems. First, the needle was still stuck at
about 10% of full scale and wouldn’t budge. I removed the dial plate and discovered
that the lower hard stop had shifted position (photo, top right on next page). This
stop is the white plastic sleeve on the end of a copper arm, formed
Cont. on Page 2

Protecting Yourself From the “All American Five”– Gerry Shand
Ok, so we have all heard of the ‘all
American five’ radio—made in the millions back in the 1940s through
1960’s, and most of us have at least
some representatives of this cheap and
cheerful ‘class’ of radio in our collections—maybe even use one every day.
But they were designed and manufactured when safety standards were not
the same as the present day. That
does not mean that they are necessarily unsuited to modern day use—but
some precautions are certainly recommended before using (or servicing} one of these very common sets. In this issue,
Gerry Shand provides some great insight and tips for making these radios safer to
use and to work on—turn to Page 10 for Gerry’s article—Ed.
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Editorial — Gerry O’Hara

Local Representatives

Well, my editorial in the last issue
regarding when (and when not) to
‘restore’ generated some feedback. Quite some opinions out
there! - nothing too radical
though. Most folks felt I had it about right.
So, next lets ponder our collections a bit
more… and, indeed, what is a ‘collection’?
Most of us start-out in this hobby with little
idea what we want to collect and have a
‘shotgun’ approach—we see an old radio at a
yard sale, fleamarket or whatever, and buy it
(if the price is right). We then learn the ins
and outs of making them work and look
good/play well and, after some time (usually
years), we end-up with an eclectic mix of radio styles and models covering a wide period
in the history of radio (though mostly 1920
through 1960 I would say). Perhaps then, one
day, you take a step back (maybe because you
have no more room!) and think critically why
you have this set of ‘mongrels’ hanging about

BC Lower Mainland Chapter — Ken
Patenaude
BC Chapter—Bill West-Sells
Alberta Chapter — Rick Williams
Local groups or chapters of the CVRS
can represent a small group, whether
geographically-based or otherwise. Thus we can have the BC Lower
Mainland Chapter, the Alberta Chapter,
or even the Philco Special Interest
Group or the Rogers Historical Group—
as long as a member of the CVRS
wishes to run it and wants it to be represented within the
CVRS. So come on members, think locally, regionally or even by
manufacturer or other topic—based, we want to hear from you!
(!). At that point you need to reflect why you are collecting and if
there is a way to ‘prune’. This is the rub—how do you part with
those ‘labours of love’? Well, perhaps the time has come to consider what features you really like on a radio,
whether they be flashy dials, eye tubes), cabinet Cont. on Page 5

from a copper plate which fits over
the internally-threaded stud for the
left dial plate screw. The copper
plate is formed with a ridge that
stands proud of the surface of the
stud, and is compressed by the dial
plate screw to hold it in place. I
guess that over the years the screw
had loosened enough to allow the
plate to rotate counterclockwise and
shift the position of the stop
‘upwards’ on the scale (photo, top
left of next page). The shaft of the
needle has a vertical section, which
normally bumps against the side of the stop, but which now was wedged against its end. I repositioned the stop
by rotating the copper plate back to its original position, and then reattached the dial plate. The photo at the top
right of the next page shows this final assembly. The position of the stop is adjusted to be slightly below the zero
position. This leaves a small gap between the stop and the needle, and thus allows the needle to be zeroed with
the positioning of the tines on the hairspring carriage.
At this point I was feeling pretty confident. I gave everything in sight a good shot of contact cleaner while I had the
thing apart, and then installed the gleaming meter back on the panel and put the whole tester back together. I
turned the tester on and – nothing. This is where Murphy enters the story for his first appearance, but not his last.
In my haste to see the tester working, I had forgotten to connect the meter leads! So, I took the panel off for the
second time, connected the meter leads, and put it all back together for the last time….
I wish. Nothing worked. Well, almost nothing. The ‘Line Adjust’ calibration just barely moved the meter off zero,
when it should be about half scale. What was going on? Mechanically, the meter was now in perfect condition.
OK, back into the tester for the third time and take out the meter again. It’s a 1.4mA movement so I connected it
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in series with a 1.5 volt battery
and a 1.5k resistor, and got no
deflection. Now, when I was
fixing the mechanical problem
with the zero stop, I had noticed
that the nut on the negative meter post was slightly loose, so I
had tightened it without a second thought. I now loosened
the nut off, and the meter
worked! I tightened it down and
the meter quit. I connected a
multimeter (mA range) in series
with the battery/resistor/meter and discovered that the Stark meter was
shorted when the nut was tight! These meters have a metal case and
both connection posts emerge through insulating bushings. The nut on
each post had slightly scratched the paint, and shorted through the
metal case.
I simply put a plastic insulating washer under the nut on each meter
post (photo, left), put the whole works back together again, and turned
it on to celebrate my success and finally test some tubes...
Yeah, right. I got a shock every time I touched the front panel. And the
unit was hissing at me like a wet cat!
You guessed it. The cleaner I soaked everything in had dissolved the
accumulated grunge on the rectifier
sockets, causing a high-voltage track to
form somewhere in there to ground
(circled red in photo, right).
I learned my lesson. I soaked the sockets again and scrubbed them and everything in sight with a toothbrush. Problem solved. Chalk one more up to experience. As a side note, I used WD-40
this time around because I had read a
few posts extolling its benefits as a contact cleaner. In the mode of belt and
suspenders, I followed the WD-40 with a
second cleaning with alcohol to remove
any residue. However, the fellows in the
Edmonton Club advised me not to try
this again but to simply stick with an oilfree contact cleaner (too right, WD40 is
not a contact cleaner—Ed.)
Another learning experience for the
Newbie. My Stark 9-66 now works perfectly, and I’m testing the tubes from
that 1941/42 Westinghouse Canada
Model 683-A that I got from a local garage sale. I will let you know how that
project turns out - stay tuned!
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Local Groups/Chapter & Non-CVRS News
- Gerry

O’Hara
The BCLM Chapter met in the
community hall
in Charles Rummel Park, Burnaby on Sunday,
November
17,
2013 to host an
‘open
to
the
public’
vintage
radio and electronics fleamarket.
This was
the first such
event we have hosted for almost a decade
and it was a great success.
Elmer
counted around 40 non-BCLM Chapter
members over the two hours or so when
it was at it’s most active, some with tables of ‘goodies’ for sale (look at that
spiffing Majestic, photo, left). There was
also a good turnout of members—both
keen to sell (like me!) and others keen to
buy—those guys from Victoria cleaned
me out! Following the event, the BCLM
members decided to host a similar ‘open
fleamarket’ as our March, 2014 meeting.
The next BCLM Chapter meeting will be on January 19,
2014 at the same venue and will include the CVRS AGM.

Alberta Chapter — Murray Dickerson
In November, the Alberta CVRS enjoyed a presentation
about the modern approach to designing and fabricating
PC boards. Jerry Shand gave an excellent overview on the
free downloadable software that is now available on the
net that allows any of us to use easy-to-learn layout programs to design printed circuit boards for our favorite
projects. Then the file can be sent on line to a fabrication
house that will produce the boards complete with solder
holes and masks for under $100.
Of course, if you are doing a simple circuit or one that
requires point-to-point wiring, the old method still works
best. But, if your project requires multiple ICs or RF layouts, you might want to consider this approach and save
a lot of time.
The door prizes won after the meeting were a 60's drug
store tube tester and a wood case table top tube radio
that worked best when it was banged a little at
times. Affectionately dubbed the "Kick-Start Radio", it
was won by Ken, who will no doubt get a kick out of it.
Page 4

Non-CVRS Organization News
News and events from other (non-CVRS) vintage radio
groups and organizations.
Prairie Vintage Radio Society — Nothing reported
from the boys on the Prairies for this issue. Stan Marlin moved to Regina back in July though.
Puget Sound — the CVRS always receives a copy of
‘Horn of Plenty’, the newsletter of the Puget Sound
Antique Radio Association. This is a great publication
with many interesting article in every issue.
Ontario
Vintage
Radio Association
— for information
visit
http://
www.ovra.ca/ovraabt.php
Ottawa
Vintage
Radio Club—for information contact Lea Barker at
barker@ca.inter.net
Quebec — The SQCRA has 96 members mostly from
Quebec, and also members in Ontario, California and
France, with great website! www.sqcra.org. SQCRA
organize an international restoration competition for
vintage radio organizations and would like to invite
the members of CVRS from any chapter to represent
the club, contact Serge Hainault at sireno@live.ca .
Antique Radio Classified — this is a great source of
information and news on the vintage radio scene—
always contains many adverts for vintage radios, parts
and services (www.antiqueradio.com).
Victoria Radio Group—has been around for 3 years
and has over 50 members, many local, but some as
far away as Halifax. Membership is free—join online
at http://groups.yahoo.com/group/VicRadioGroup/.
Monthly
meetings
in
Victoria
on
3rd Wednesday of each Month 7pm-8:30pm
(except December) at Pluto's 1150 Cook Street Victoria. Contact: Lee (atlelee@gmail .com).
SPARC Radio
Museum, Coquitlam —
Well-known
vintage radio museum based in Coquitlam, BC. Visit their website at www3.telus.net/radiomuseum/. SPARC usually has a selection of vintage radios (consoles and
table top) and items of test equipment on ‘silent auction’ to the public—call by and take a look at what
they have for sale.
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Wanted/For Sale, Technical Shorts

Wanted/For Sale
For Sale: 630 Volt Film Capacitor Kits: 225 capacitors per kit in 16 popular uF sizes 0.001uF
through 0.25uF. Also, high grade audio capacitors "jb JFX Premium Metallized Polypropylene
Film Capacitors". These are for use in high-end Radios/Stereos/ Hi-Fi/ Audio/
Speaker/Amplifier/Juke-Box, etc. applications. Available in virtually every uF
size 0.0005uF thru 47uF at 400V and 630V. Please contact Dave Cantelon, 6
Ferncrest Gate, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada, M1W 1C2 ; phone 416-5029128; Email: justradios@yahoo.com or visit WebSite: http://www.justradios.com/.
For Sale -Tubes at reasonable prices, also large number of radio books. Contact Roger Gould at 1
-509-784-1845 or see http://www.vacuumtubes.biz.
Free to a good home! - brass RCA escutcheon. Photo, right. Pay shipping only. Contact Grant
Sesak by email: GSESA@sbgh.mb.cs.

Technical Shorts—Dial Stringing—’Labrat’
Of all the jobs that come as part of the radio restoration suite, there cannot be any
more daunting than re-stringing a dial. This task takes dexterity, some 3-D imagination, lots of patience and often more than a little ingenuity! Yes, this is the one workshop task that has been known to turn the air blue—even after copious infusions of tea
(or something much stronger– Ed). So, what tips can I give? First, make sure you use
the same thickness of dial cord as originally fitted—go thinner if in doubt as thicker cords tend to bind on the tuning control shaft. Secondly, if the cord is missing entirely, try to find the stringing diagram in a publication such as
‘Dial Stringing Manual’ (Google it on the internet), or check the service info as these diagrams are sometimes included. If a diagram cannot be found, then some careful study is needed of the alignment of the various pulleys,
idlers, shafts and the direction of rotation of the tuning control shaft relative to the tuning capacitor gang shaft
and direction of the dial pointer along the scale. Always remember that as the tuning gang closes (more capacitance), the tuned frequency will lower. Also remember that from an ergonomic point of view, clockwise rotation of
the tuning control shaft to increase frequency ‘feels right’ (though is not always the case!). Once you have figured
the cord path out, run a long length of cord roughly around the cord path and cut off this length plus a generous
amount of ‘extra’. Start by setting the tuning gang at full-mesh and the dial pointer at the lowest-frequency end
of the scale. Tie an end of the cord to the anchor spigot on the tuning gang pulley, run the cord around the path,
twice around the tuning shaft, and back to the tuning gang pulley. Don’t cut-off the excess cord yet—take the
tensioning spring and attach it to the other spigot on the tuning gang pulley, slipping the cord through the other
end of the spring and then tensioning the cord until the spring is providing sufficient self-tensioning—then tie-off
the cord on the spring. Nylon-cord can be prevented from unravelling by fusing the end with a touch of a hot soldering iron. Slipping cords can be made non-slip using a little rosin (available from music stores).
Editorial—cont. from Page 2.
styles, complex, multi-tube chassis, cabinet type, period etc., do ‘All American
Fives’ do ‘it’ for you, or do you need a fifteen tube monster chassis to get your radio-juices flowing? Maybe one
‘make’ is the answer—for example, I have many Eddystone radios as I respect what the brand stood for, the build
quality (and because I am a Brit…) . Space is often one of the critical factors to consider. I love console radios—
especially ones with interesting dials, multiple speakers and unusual features, but I simply don’t have the room to
indulge (I have six and they take up more space than my son’s apartment has in total). So, table-tops may be the
answer—plenty of variety there: cathedral or tombstone for starters, and then a huge range of circuit complexity
from two or three tubes to a dozen or so (though some of the larger ones, like my Philco 90 and 16 take up lots of
table real-estate). Or, how about collecting a few representative radios from each decade? So, I am asking what
your ideas are for ‘reigning-in’ or ‘focussing’ your collection. Maybe even send me some notes about your collection? - or an article. Come on folks!! At the last count I had 92 radios (I sold a couple at the Burnaby fleamarket,
but came home with two more!) - I need help, or therapy… or both. And remember the dictionary definition:
‘Collection’ - a group of objects or works to be seen, studied or kept together’ (not a random assortment of ‘radio
clutter’).
Gerry O’Hara—Editor
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HiFi Tuners (Part 5) — Audioman
Introduction
Part 1 of this article gave a summary of why tuners became a popular audio
source in the burgeoning HiFi scene in the latter half of the twentieth century, in
particular from the early-1950’s through the 1980’s, and gave an overview of
several tuners in my humble collection, or that I have restored to working order
over the years. In Part 2, I described one of these units in more detail—a Pye
HFT111, along with the restoration work that went into it. In Part 3, I continued
the UK-theme with a Chapman S5E/FM. Part 4 moved onto a couple of contrasting US offerings from the 1950’s.—a diminutive ERIC 357AF and the mighty
Fisher 80-TA. In Part 5 I take a cursory look at contrasting offerings from
around 1970 from a UK HiFi house and the famous Sony brand from Japan.
Sony ST-80F
When I was a ‘lad’ (around 14 or so), I recall staring into a radio/TV shop window
and seeing some of the latest offerings from Sony, which was then thought of as
the upper echelon of the Japanese– manufactured equipment which had been
gaining an increasing sector of the electronics market globally by a combination of features folks wanted, great
reliability and much better styling than earlier offerings
from the far east. This latest line from Sony was, in my
opinion, very attractive and comprised a matching tuner
and amplifier designed for ‘bookshelf’ use—really neat
units with rather elegant, simple styling. Of course,
‘back in the day’ I had no chance of buying one of these
little guys (far too expensive!)…. Fast forward to a couple of years ago, and guess what I spotted for sale in an
estate sale on Whidbey Is.—you guessed it, one of these

Sony components I had aspired to all those years ago.
It was a Model ST-80F AM/FM tuner, in quite good
shape and just right for a place on my desk at home,
feeding my computer sound card with music from the
airwaves.
This tuner effectively comprises two completely
separate tuners—one for
AM and one for FM (Stereo),
with parts of each on the two main circuit boards (photos above left and above right).,
plus a stabilized power supply. The tuner worked just fine on FM, but was completely
silent on AM—this was eventually tracked to a very unusual fault—one leg of the first AF
transistor stage had snapped (photo, left) - a dab of solder soon fixed that!
Page 6
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QUAD FM3
Well, what would you know, but another piece of kit I drooled at back
when I was in my early-teens (a difficult age—all those hormones, spots,
dandruff, bumfluff, embarrassment,
awkwardness and, of course, cashless—glad I got through that lot!).
I never saw one of these tuners
(Model FM3) ‘in the flesh’ back
then—only in magazines and adverts. But in the early-1970’s
these looked so cool—simple,
clean lines—totally understated
elegance, and that striking orange
trim on the dial (matched on the
Model 33 pre-amp). I could have
worshipped it… Again, fastforward lots of years and I finally
bought one off EBay to go with my
QUAD 33/405 combo (and now a
QUAD 303 power amplifier). No
AM band on this guy—total HiFi
FM stereo only… and the controls,
actually control—not even an onoff switch (obviously meant for
continuous listening?

There were actually three versions of electronics fitted into the FM3 over its production
run, reflecting the rapidly-changing analogue
integrated circuits of that period. The model I
have is the middle version sporting a Motorola MC1310P phase-locked loop stereo
decoder chip. Check-out the build quality of
the circuit board compared with the Sony—an
amazing amount of care has been placed into
the physical
layout in the
QUAD unit (the
word
’regimental’
springs to
mind), whereas
the Sony boards look like a ‘dog’s breakfast’ in comparison. The only fault with my
unit was the bulbs in the stereo indicator had failed—I decided to replace all the
bulbs in the unit with LEDs—photo, left. It’s a great-sounding tuner and still so cool
after all these years—a true classic.
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(More) Knobs! - Rick Williams
Have you ever bought
an old radio, and
been surprised at the
price of replacement
knobs?
‘Renovated Radios’
has some nice reproductions but they run
around $10 per knob,
and you’ll have to
wait for the shipping.
You can search EBay
for something close,
but good original
knobs may add substantially to your restoration cost, and
let’s face it, the value
of the average 1930’s
Canadian radio is not
exactly increasing
these days.
This article outlines a
simple, inexpensive
alternative that will
pass the casual observer’s scrutiny.
Lee Valley has
wooden Hardwood
Knobs in a couple of styles for about $0.21 to $0.30 each.
These knobs have a simple 3/16” hole drilled in them, not
nearly big enough for the shaft of an antique radio. Fortunately Lee valley has brass inserts that are close to what we
need (Part 00M9001). The photo above shows these Lee
Valley knobs, inserts and 2 inserts on a brass Allen screw.
First Drill out
the knob
with a 7/16”
bit (photo,
left).
The insert
instructions
call for 3/8”
but that is
too tight and
you’ll wind
up cracking
the knob or
marring the
edges of the
Page 8
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knob as you try to hold it while you screw the insert in. We’ll be using a set
screw so you don’t need it that tight. I also find that it is very easy to chip
the brass slot if you screw it in with a screwdriver, so I put two of the inserts on an
Allen screw making it much easier to screw in.
Next, carefully drill out the inside of the insert with a 1/4” bit—go gently so you
don’t spin the insert in the knob. All is not lost even if you do spin the insert, the
set screw and a couple of drops of Krazy glue around the edge will keep it firmly

set. The photo at the lowerright of the previous page
shows the knob with brass
insert, drilled to 1/4” I.D.
From the side with a #29 bit
(5/32” is probably close
enough), drill a hole through
the side of knob and insert.
Then with a 3/16” or 1/4”
bit drill again through the
wood only. Next tap with an
8-32 tap.
The photo, above, shows the
8/23 set screw inserted into
the tapped hole from the
side.
To finish it off, I do some
gentle grinding and sanding
of the back surface to ensure it is smooth and won’t
mar the finish of the radio.
I’ve also found that instead
of the felt spacer two strips
of hockey tape, cut to form
a circle the size of the back
of the knob works okay.
Finally, spray the knob with
Mohawk or Dover toning
lacquer aerosol in medium
brown or whatever is close
to the finish of the radio and
then a final coat of clear
gloss lacquer—they will then
almost look like they belong.
The Toning lacquer has a
pigment instead of a dye, so
you’ll get a little uneven colour finish. I think this looks
nice on an older radio.
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Protecting Yourself from the “All American Five” - Gerry Shand
I happened across a neat website (http://www.angelfire.com/electronic/funwithtubes/AA5-1.html) belonging to
Max Robinson that explains the history of the “All American Five” (AAF) radio configuration. Everyone from Admiral
to Zenith produced and sold millions of these radios. They all
used five tubes (of course!), were
simple, worked well and had no
power transformer. The result
was an economical design. But
many thought economy won out
over safety in many cases. Consequently, many of these radios
can have the following hidden
dangers:



The power switch, which is
part of the volume pot, is
often wired to the chassis
so radios with this configuration always have 120
VAC inside them when
plugged in (See Figure,
right). The way the circuit
in the radio is set up, connecting a lead from the
radio chassis to a water
pipe would cause the radio
to come on and play. If
part of your body should

complete the circuit instead of a
lead, YOU might never play again!
The easiest way to see if your radio
has this configuration is to look at
the power switch on the back of the
volume pot. If you see one side of
the switch soldered to the chassis,
you have one of these units. Max
thoroughly describes how to change
the power switch to a safer configuration on his website (http://
www.angelfire.com/electronic/
funwithtubes/AA5-6.html). See
Figure, left, for the circuit. This
configuration is what we now see in
electronic devices (though I would
still add a fuse).

 A non-polarized two-prong
plug, when plugged in ‘backwards’,
brings the chassis to 120 VAC. So
when you connect yourself between
the chassis and ground in this

Page 10
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situation, you will get a jolt (see the sentence in
bullet 1 about you not playing again). Clue: an incorrectly plugged-in radio may have increased
speaker hum.



There is no fuse protection. Most of these units
ran at about 30 W, so adding a 0.5 A fuse improves
the safety of the circuit. Use a slow blow fuse because of high inrush currents from the vacuum
tubes’ heater (low) cold resistance.



The cords may be in questionable shape. The plug
and cord assembly should be replaced if there is
any doubt. Not following bullet 3 will cause the
radio to draw fault currents exceeding
15 A during a short circuit condition.
This is before the upstream circuit
breaker trips. Use a 2 conductor, #14
AWG cord complete with a polarized
plug. This plug can only go into the
wall plug one way. The wide blade
will be the neutral wire (0 VAC) and
the narrow blade will be the hot wire
(120 VAC). Depending on the cord,
the hot wire will be black or have a
smooth finish and the neutral wire will
be white or have a ribbed finish—
photo, above: look closely and you
can see the top wire that connects to
the wide terminal is ribbed, indicating
the neutral connection.



No isolating transformer.
This is a doozy! At 50
VA, the transformer will
limit the fault current to
about 4 A when a short
circuit occurs. This allows the circuit breaker
selected to operate within
2.0 seconds. And there
are no nuisance trips on
power up.

The schematic (above) shows my
power interface system using all
new parts. All current carrying
components are new material marked with a CSA or cRU logo. You can also use junk box components to minimize
costs. Note that any component substitution may require a larger case. So, plan your work before you begin! The
figure above, right, shows an alternative schematic using two transformers if you don’t have access to a 120:120
VAC transformer. I recommend that both transformers be identical in this case. And watch the winding polarity! I got lucky and actually had a 120/240:120/240 VAC dual winding transformer with the right VA just waiting for
this project. Points to note on this circuit:



All hot wires are black, #14 AWG, stranded copper conductors.
Cont. on Page 12
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All neutral wires are white, #14 AWG, stranded copper
conductors.



FILT1 is a noise filter to minimize any external EMI/RFI
from entering the radio through the 120 VAC power
line. You can omit this part but with all the non-linear
electronics out there, the performance of older radio
circuits may be impacted.



The wiring between the two transformers in the figure
lower-right on previous page) is red, #14 AWG,
stranded copper conductors.

BC Chapter Fleamarket

 All wire is rated at 300 V
(photo, above, right) - note
the CSA marking complete
with file numbers starting
with ‘LL’. Also note that using the “no name” or
‘unrated’ wire from a place
like an auto parts store is, in
my opinion, courting disaster! - see photo, left for a
sample. The insulation on
this type of wire melts easily
when you try to tin the wire with solder.


Minimal soldering was required.

 See photo, right and those on page 14 for the completed system. Note particular attention to the grounding/bonding conductors of this circuit. We call them
grounds, but the Canadian Electrical Code calls these
bonding conductors. Note that:


All conductors are green, #14 AWG, stranded copper conductors.



All of these conductors terminate on one central
point, photos right and below).

 The removable portion of
the case is also
connected – I did
not trust the four
screws to provide a reliable
bond connection
so I added the
bonding jumper
(photo, right).
 All connectors at the comCont. on Page 14
Page 12
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Joining the CVRS
Member Benefits
These are many, but here are some of the obvious ones:
Networking: Opportunity to network with like-minded folks—radio restorers, collectors, repairers, historians etc.
— by joining local chapters, attending member-organized swap-meets and local meetings to chin-wag about radio-related topics.
Schematic Service: The CVRS offers a free copy service for Radio College of Canada (RCC) schematics to members
currently in good standing. A pdf file of an RCC schematic can be obtained by emailing schematics@canadianvintageradio.com with the manufacturer and model number of a radio made in Canada between 1927
and 1980. If possible, please provide an estimated year of manufacture or the latest year of patent registration (usually given on the
model tag). Members wishing a printed copy of a schematic should send a SASE (self-addressed, stamped envelope, Canadian postage)
to the CVRS Membership address given below. If you wish to make sure that an RCC schematic for your radio exists before sending a
SASE, send an email to the above email address.
Website: The CVRS website provides updated meeting information, membership and contact information, as well as access to radiorelated information and links of interest to Members.
Forum: An active forum is available to members and non-members, however, enhanced functionality is being considered for members.
Newsletters: For prior calendar years, electronic copies of the Newsletter can be accessed (where available) and downloaded by current
members in good standing. Passwords to access this section will be sent annually to those members taking out membership in the current year.
Payment of Dues
Two types of membership are available in the CVRS, based on whether you wish to receive a hard copy of the CVRS
newsletter sent via Canada Post or a PDF file sent via e-mail (the recommended option: it’s faster and every issue is in
full colour!). Either way, dues may be paid by mail or by online banking. Two factors determine the amount you
should submit: how you receive the newsletter, and how you pay your dues.
Paying by Cheque or Money Order: If you pay by cheque or money order and wish to receive the newsletter as a pdf file via email
(recommended), annual dues are $15. If you want a hard copy sent to you by mail, the dues are $25. Send a cheque or money order for
the appropriate amount ($15/$25) to: CVRS Membership, 10271 Algonquin Drive, Richmond, BC, V7A 3A5. If you are a new member,
please include the following information for our member database: name, address, phone number(s), email address, occupation, any
special areas of interest in vintage radio or related topics.
Paying Online: If you pay online, you must add $1 to the basic amount to cover transfer fees. Therefore, to receive the newsletter as a
pdf file via email (recommended), the annual dues are $16. If you want a hard copy sent to you by mail, the annual dues are $26. Three
options exist for you to submit dues electronically:
PayPal:
1. You may submit your dues by using the SEND MONEY tab. Select the "Personal" and "Other" transfer options since you are
not purchasing a commodity or service. Enter the CVRS membership email address (membership@canadianvintageradio.com)
as the address for PayPal to send the transfer notification.
2. If you are a new member, fill out and email the information requested above.
hyperWALLET:
hyperWALLET is a Canadian version of PayPal, but unlike PayPal, you may make payments directly to hyperWallet using the Pay
Bills function of many online banking systems. To find out if your bank or credit union does allow payments to hyperWallet,
follow the following instructions.
1. Log onto your online bank or credit union account.
2. Select Pay Bills & Transfer Funds.
3. Select Create/Update Payee List and/or Add a New Payee.
4. Type HYPERWALLET as the name of the payee and click search.
(If HYPERWALLET appears, carry on with Step 5; if it does not appear, you will have to switch to one of the other methods.)
5. Select HYPERWALLET and enter the account # CS347380941.
6. You can now pay/transfer money directly to the CVRS the same way you pay other bills online.
7. Send an e-mail to membership@canadianvintageradio.com with details of your payment including date, name of the bank/
credit union you paid through, and any receipt/confirmation number you were given (we often get several hyperWallet deposits
on the same day, and we need this information to distinguish between them). If you are a new member, include the member
information requested above.
Interac Email Transfer:
1. Log on to your online bank account, go to pay bills and transfer funds, select Interac Email transfer, enter the amount and
email to membership@canadianvintageradio.com.
2. When you enter the amount and email address, it will ask you to suggest a question and answer. Just make a question up
and submit it and the answer,
3. After you have completed the transaction, email the question and answer by separate email to membership@canadianvintageradio.com. If you are a new member include the member information requested above.
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AA5 Protection (Cont.) – Gerry Shand
mon point are ring lug crimp connectors so
“pull outs” do not occur.
Please contact me if you would like a complete bill of
materials if you wish to build a unit with brand new
parts. You can substitute the hardware, wire and
other components with locally available parts from
places like your local hardware or hobby electronics
store as many of the part numbers called out have
minimal amounts for ordering. I can also provide part
kits or complete units for anyone interested – contact
me for further details
(gwshand@runningdogcapitalists.com, or Tel: 1-780910-7031).
This was a great little weekend project and I am now
confident that any AA5 radio that is plugged in via
this unit will be safe. The only other way to make it
safer is to plug it into a GFI (Ground Fault Interrupter)
receptacle.
I want to acknowledge Max Robinson, K4ODS, for
permission in using his website content.

Antique Wireless Association - Bob Murray
A few issues ago I mentioned the ‘AWA Gateway’, a free web based
newsletter meant to appeal to individuals not yet involved in collecting radios, and to active collectors alike.
You can Google ‘AWA Gateway’ and the link will appear. A sample
article ‘Evolution of the Broadcast Receiver’ is attached to this issue of Canadian
Vintage Radios as an example. Enjoy! (Reprinted with permission of Marc Ellis).

And finally…..

We encourage all CVRS members to submit
articles or letters that relate to vintage radios
or associated items. Please
send any editorial mail to:
Gerry O’Hara
1529 Eagle Mountain Drive
Coquitlam
British Columbia
V3E2Z3
Canada
Email: gerry@canadianvintageradio.com
Tel. 604-671-6062

Evolution of the Broadcast Receiver
Part 4: Downsizing for the Depression

By Marc F. Ellis, N9EWJ
© 1994 & 2013 M. Ellis

A

t the close of the last installment in this series,
we mentioned that the Depression of the 1930s
provided great opportunities for the broadcasting industry. Kept at home by their lean pocketbooks,
families gathered around the living-room radio to enjoy
the free entertainment. Some of the most-loved and
best-remembered radio shows of all time were created
during this period.
The market for radio receivers was brisk — provided
that they could be sold cheaply. And the time was ripe
to fill that need. Because radio technology was maturing, designers found it easier to do more with less.
Moreover, because radio stations were becoming more
powerful and numerous, they could be received on less
sensitive equipment.
In their quest to produce less expensive radio sets,
the manufacturers concentrated on eliminating expensive components and reducing physical size. Soon, a
new generation of modestly-priced table models
emerged, running perhaps one third the size of the
original tombstones and cathedrals. The downsized
sets were enormously successful, and hundreds of
thousands of them were sold.
ATTACKING THE POWER SUPPLY
As a first step in cost cutting, the manufacturers concentrated on eliminating two bulky and expensive
power supply components: the power transformer and
the filter choke. In sets made prior to downsizing, the
power transformer changed the 110-volt alternating
current available at the wall outlets of most homes into
both lower and higher voltages. The lower voltages
(6.3 volts or less) were needed to light the tubes; the

The little “Imperial” (manufacturer unknown), an early
example of a scaled-down depression sent, has a romantic
look in spite of its up-tight design.
higher voltage (usually in the 250 or 350-volt range),
after conversion to the required direct current, provided the necessary plate and grid voltages.
The job of rectification (changing alternating current
to direct) was done by a vacuum tube. But the direct
current produced by a rectifier is pulsating; that is, it
changes rapidly and regularly in value. Without further
processing, such current would create a loud and annoying buzz in the loudspeaker. A filter circuit following
the rectifier tube was needed to smooth out the pulses,
producing direct current of a constant value. The filter
choke served as part of this filter circuit which combined the properties of inductance (provided by one or
two chokes) and capacitance (provided by two or more
capacitors) to accomplish the necessary smoothing.
However, thanks to a couple of technological innova-

Here’s a typical “downsized” power-supply circuit. R12 is a ballast; pilot lights are powered from a separate tapped resistor (R13-14) Note that the AC/DC line is grounded to the chassis.
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power transformer also provided
tions that had been recently
250-350 volts of alternating curmade, separate filter chokes
rent that was rectified and filtered
would no longer be needed.
to provide operating voltages for
One was the development (disthe tubes’ plate and grid circuits.
cussed in the previous column) of
Without the transformer, only the
the dynamic (DC-powered) loud110 volts provided at the wall
speaker. The speaker’s electroplug was available for this purmagnetic field coil, electrically
pose, so receiver circuitry had to
identical to a choke, could be subredesigned to work on the lower
stituted for the choke in the filter
voltages. However, for reasons alcircuit. And as it worked in the filready discussed, the resulting perter, the field coil would also be receiving the DC voltage necessary Dynamic speaker’s field coil, seen directly formance was more than adeto energize it for operation in the behind the cone, doubles as a filter choke. quate for most listening situations.
The little depression radios
loudspeaker.
The other innovation was the development of prac- were also known as AC-DC sets because, thanks to the
tical electrolytic capacitors — which could be made in lack of a power transformer, they would operate on eimuch higher values than the non-electrolytic versions. ther type of line voltage. Back in the 1930s (and even
The electrolytics were inexpensive and compact. And later), the downtown areas of many cities were powthey could be made in high enough capacitances to ered by direct current. AC-only sets required costly
allow the set designers to reduce the amount of induc- power inverters to operate in these areas, so the power
tance used in the filter circuit — paving the way for the versatility of the AC-DC sets was an additional selling
point.
speaker field filter choke substitution just discussed.
SERIES STRING HEATERS
Dealing with the choke was easy, but getting rid of
the power transformer would be a little more difficult.
For one thing It involved devising a new way to light
the tube heaters. In traditional radios, as we’ve said,
the power transformer converted the 115-volt line voltage into the much lower voltages (generally 6.3 or less)
needed to operate the heaters. Now these heaters
would have to be operated directly from the a.c. wall
plug. That was accomplished by wiring the heaters in
series, much like the lamps on an old-fashioned Christmas tree set.
By wiring several tubes in series, the required operating voltage became the sum of the individual heater
voltages. But even that sum didn’t come close to 110,
the approximate figure required if the series string was
to be connected across the line without blowing any
tubes. So the string also had to contain a series resistor
to drop the voltage still further.
The resistor sometimes took the form of an asbestoscovered third wire included in the radio’s line cord; it
was also sometimes installed as a ballast, which consisted of the appropriate resistance housed in a metal
enclosure that plugged into the chassis like a tube.
Special tubes with higher-voltage heaters (like the
25-volt types 25Z5 and 25L6) were developed for
transformerless service during this era, but you’ll also
run into 6-volt types such as the 43, 6A7, 6D6, 6Q7,
etc.
Besides lighting the tubes, as you’ll remember, the
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Tube heaters of an AC-DC set such as this one are in series.
Ballast resistor, if present (fourth component from the left),
looks like a metal tube.
These radios are fun to collect because their (generally wood) cabinets were produced in a variety of fanciful styles, and their small size makes them easy to display and store. Treat the sets with extreme caution
when you plug them in, however. Because the operating voltages are derived directly from the AC line, you
can receive a nasty shock by touching the chassis, control knob shafts, or any other metal parts.
Next time, we’ll follow the evolution of the AC-DC
set into the 1940s and study the further electrical and
physical transformations that took place in this very
popular and long-lived receiver design.
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